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Before you start! 
Installing a Total Control 9000 system is fairly simple, but please follow the below instructions carefully.   

It is strongly advised that you read this document from cover to cover 

before you start. 

If you have any problems or get stuck, please call the support team who will be happy to assist you.   

The system itself does not have any mains cabling requirements as it runs off a single 5v power supply 

just like a phone charger (supplied with your unit).  Connecting your heating system, mains devices or 

house wiring up though is potentially dangerous to you, your devices or  your home, so please ensure 

you have a suitably qualified person involved.  The TotalControl 9000 team can take no responsibility 

for any damage due to errors or faults on the mains system. 

The TC9000 system is essentially just a really clever set of switches, so if you need to describe what it is 

to an electrician or heating engineer, explain it’s a bank of live switches, that’s it.  Just imagine it as a 

row of very basic light switches that are controlled by a clever scheduler.  (this is all any heating 

controller is really despite what they may tell you) 

Again, any problems, please give us a call before you use a “Trial and error” approach which is 

traditionally not a good idea with electronics. 

But, rest assured, if you follow the instructions and have a basic understanding of electrics and 

switching, you’ll be fine and in no time you’ll have…Total Control.  

(if you read all this and have no idea what any of it’s going on about, it could be that installing TC9000 

isn’t for you, in which case seek advice from your friendly heating engineer, electrician or the support 

team) 

What you’ll need 
A TC9000 system – this will come with: 

 A Main unit 

 Within the main unit will be a number of zone relays, these are the blue boxes with the wiring 

connections at the bottom.  (you’ll normally be using the left and center connections)  (the relay 

described below)  

 Optional sensors (depending on what you ordered) 

You will additionally need: 
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 A way of fixing the Main unit to the wall….we’ll leave this to you as we don’t know what sort of 

wall you have. 

 A standard plug socket to plug it into 

 An internet connection –ideally Ethernet. 

 Wiring and suitable tools to extend your devices or wiring into the unit (this is where you’ll need 

to know what you’re doing and you should consult a qualified person) 

Positioning the Main Unit 
The position of the main unit is largely dependent on what you’re using it for and your property, but 

here’s some considerations: 

 The unit will need mains to power it, so you need a plug socket 

 You’ll need to connect it to the internet.  This is possible via wifi (call us if you want to do this as 

it’s a little trickier than Ethernet) or Ethernet.  If you’re using Ethernet you can either position 

the unit where you have an existing connection, or if this is hard, a powerline extender is 

recommended.  This allows you to use your existing house wiring to connect it up to the web.  

Powerline extender systems are available from many retailers, but ensure you get one with an 

Ethernet outlet at the end not just a wifi booster, something like this is ideal:     

Link to typical Ethernet powerline extender 

 You’ll need to be able to wire in any devices you want to control.  This could be your heating 

system, your garden lights or an ornamental fountain…or all of them. See section below on 

“Basic connections”. You must use suitable wiring for the device being switched.  The TC9000 

until will switch up to 10Amps, but this is the upper limit and not recommended.  If you wish to 

switch larger currents please consult and electrician about adding additional relays. 

 

Connecting up for the first time 
Before you start wiring things up you should install the system and get it up and running in a stand-alone 

mode.  Each zone relay has a LED on it so you can see when it’s ON without needing to connect any 

mains devices. 

Follow these steps: 

1. Choose a location and fix the main unit to a secure wall, this should be a dry, relatively stable 

temperature area with the required connections.  The main unit will not generate much heat, 

but avoid covering it over or placing it in a hard to reach position. 

2. Connect the Ethernet cable. 

http://www.netstoredirect.com/tp-link-500mbps-powerline/3853-tp-link-pa411kit-0845973031787.html?gclid=CPPX2cug_MoCFcO4GwodDu8Ksg
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3. Connect the 5v power lead and turn it on.  You should get a number of red and green lights 

come on and some will flash, also after a few minutes the relays will initialize and should all go 

OFF.  If in the interim period the relays lights are dimly lit, don’t worry, they are off but not 

initialized for a few moments. 

4. You should (if your email address was preconfigured at the factory) get a couple of emails from 

the system, this will inform you that the main system is started up ok, but also it will tell you the 

internal and external IP addresses of your system. 

5. Now you can connect and logon. 

6. On an internet enabled device (that’s on the same local network) open the TC9000 interface 

using the local address from the email:  in the browser type something of the format (get the 

number part from the email you got): 

http://192.168.0.6/tc9000 

7. You should be presented with the logon page: 

 
8. Logon with the credentials provided with your unit 

9. Once logged on you will see the main page and the zones that have come preconfigured. 

10. As a quick test, check a non temperature controlled zone is on with the slide switch and “Boost” 

it for a couple of minutes, you should see the Zone relay light up and a hear a “Click”of the 

switch. 

 

So, you’re making good progress, you have a functioning system.  Next job is to get it working 

over the internet so you can access your system while you’re out and about and turn on lights or 

the heating before you get home. 

 

Here’s a diagram to show how all home hosted devices connect to the internet and how things 

connect:  (don’t get scared it’s pretty simple really) 

 

http://192.168.0.6/tc9000
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The tricky bit now is to give your system a static, internal IP address on your home network, if you don’t 

know how to do this, you can search for help on the internet based on your router type.  This is 

necessary as if you reboot your router or the TC9000 you’ll want it to have the same address each time 

so all those devices you own can connect without any fuss.  But as a help what you need to do is: 

1. Connect to your internet router admin screen (logon details normally printed on the back of it) 

2. Find the advanced settings, and then find a screen to set IP static addresses for devices or DHCP 

reservation.  (on a virgin superHub its DHCP reservation in advanced settings).  Once in there, 

find the TC9000 system as an attached device and add a reservation. 

3. Save  

Next you need to connect your TC9000 to the outside world, this is done by “port forwarding” I won’t 

bore you with details of this, but what you need to do is make it so that if someone points a web 

browser at your house/router, the router knows to forward that person to the TC9000. 

This is done normally using port 80 (Http).  So, as you now have a static internal IP address, you can 

simply port forward all requests into your router on port 80 to your TC9000’s address: 
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Again this will be via the advanced settings, here’s screen shot from a Virgin SuperHub to a TC9000 

system with an internal address of 192.168.0.10 

 

There’s info on this website for most routers: 

http://portforward.com/english/routers/port_forwarding/ 

Now you need to get your www address of your router.  This can be found in the advanced settings of 

your router, or you’ll also have received it in the start up emails from the system. 

So now if you open a browser anywhere in the world and type in :   

http://<your internet IP Address>/tc9000 

You will see the logon page and be able to control your system.  Go on, phone a mate and ask them if 

they can see that page or try it on your phone with the wifi turned off……it’s a big moment! 

 

http://portforward.com/english/routers/port_forwarding/
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Now, to help you out, the TC9000 system does something really clever for you…behind the scenes while 

you were fiddling about, it sent a message out and told an IP forwarding service what you’ve been doing 

and set up a nicer address for you.  It will be something like  

http://tc9000xx.ddns.net 

Contact support if you didn’t get this info already. 

So, if you are feeling really really clever, what you could do now is go onto one of the many internet 

domain sales sites and buy yourself a custom web address, something like www.BigStevesTC9000.com 

or www.iloveTC9000.org.uk and get that up and running. This is really simple, just find a supplier, pay a 

few pounds per year and forward the address to the ddns.net address given above….simple.   

 

Take a look at http://www.1and1.co.uk/domain-names?ac=OM.UK.UKo41K356194T7073a#stage   

(there’s many out there) 

 

Phew, you’ve now got TC9000 up and running and connected to your home network and the internet 

and can turn little red lights on and off.  Congrats! 

 

Configuring the System  

System Settings: 

From the main home page, click the icon to access the system settings. 

 

http://www.bigstevestc9000.com/
http://www.ilovetc9000.org.uk/
http://www.1and1.co.uk/domain-names?ac=OM.UK.UKo41K356194T7073a#stage
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These are mostly not for fiddling with at this stage and you should consult support before you change 

anything (in a future version these settings will mostly be available only via an engineer/installer logon) 

The only one you can change is the “Alert Emails to” value which will set where future startup and 

system alerts will be sent (this is not linked to the logon address and so can be different) 

Zone Settings: 
Each zone can be customized using the “Settings” option 

 

 

Again these settings should mostly be left alone but you can change the Zone name as required. 
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Your system will come pre configured with sensor zones and non sensor zones (a future version will 

make this more flexible, in the current version, you should not move sensors around the zones, but 

soon this will be possible, contact support of you need to discuss) 

You can also use the Temp offset to calibrate sensors if required. 

Don’t change the Pin Num!! 

 

Scheduling Zones 
……… I need to write  section on using the system….coming soon but for now try out the boost and 

schedule…don’t bother with Extend as it will be removed soon. 

 

Boosting Zones 
 

Using the Logs 
The log screen provides you with a history of zones being turned on and off and when a sensor zone 

reached its target temperature.  This can be useful in gaining an understanding of how your heating 

system is performing or monitoring its usage.  The logs will also show some system maintenance events. 
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Temperature Graphs 
 

The Temperature graphs screen shows a 24 hour history of all zone sensor readings.  This is useful in 

understanding and improving the performance of your heating system. (Soon the period will be 

extendable to cover a longer period) 

 

 

 

Connecting up the Zones - Basic Zone Wiring Connections 
Zone Relays 

Before we start it’s worthwhile getting an understanding of how the zone relays work.  Each relay is a 

switch; the switch is controlled by the main unit and the scheduling/control you apply with the 

interface.   

Each relay has 3 connections and in the ON or OFF position the relays are connected as shown below: 
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So, when you have a zone turned OFF, the right pair of connections is joined, when it’s ON the left pair. 

This is why in normal operation we want to use the left pair of connections, and then when the system 

says it’s ON, the connection is made.  If you’re doing something fancy and did want to control things the 

other way round this would work…cooling perhaps?, but check things out with a meter and…be 

CAREFUL!  (do let us know what you’re doing with the system too, we’re always interested in new 

applications) 

 

 

 

There are literally 1000’s of things you might want to control with a TC9000 system, so here’s some info 

on the basic circuits you might want to use, the important thing to remember is that you really just have 
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a set of internet enabled switches with a fancy front end and scheduler, the electrics side is really quite 

simple if you have a basic understanding of circuits and how switches can control things.  BUT PLEASE BE 

CAREFUL!  This guide is in no way meant to be a tutorial on wiring or electrics or safety, so please make 

sure you’re careful and qualified.  Working with mains electricity can kill you if you are not doing it 

right!! 

 

So, now you understand you need to be careful and it’s not my fault if you fry yourself, let’s look at how 

to wire in a basic circuit. 

A typical – basic lighting circuit:  

 

If you wanted to additionally control this light with TC9000, you would simply wire in a live loop through 

a relay switch inside the main unit of one of the non-sensor zones, you would end up with a circuit like 

this: 
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Now if either the existing wall switch or the TC9000 system turns on, the light comes on.  If you wanted 

to, you could run the light only on the TC9000 relay but then you would not have a manual override. 

This example is simpler than normal 2 switch lighting as you will probably want the TC9000 system to 

additionally turn on the light, not provide 2 way switching.  If you did want to have multiple wall 

switches, or a wall switch and a PIR for the light and a TC9000 control, you would do the same as the 

above still…though best to consult an electrician if you get into anything clever.  

 

Hot Water and Heating Circuits 
If you wanted to use the TC9000 system to control your hot water, it’s essentially the same.   As below: 
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You MUST make sure you put the tank stat in SERIES with the switch relay. Words alone 

cannot express how important this is, so here’s a picture.     

 

 

 

If you are familiar with heating control wiring, you will notice that on this diagram the TC9000 system 

has simply replaced the traditional controller, which is also just a switch at the end of the day, albeit a 

rather dumb switch but it does the exact same job as a singleTC9000 zone relay….and with a user 

interface hidden in the back of the airing cupboard. 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj_qJqly_zKAhXL8RQKHRweDGoQjRwIBw&url=http://www.neogaf.com/forum/showthread.php?t%3D749930&psig=AFQjCNH75h0RZKV6d6lTrrlrB59xbZ7iFg&ust=1455722255391936
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The same circuit is used for a heating zone, but additionally a heating zone will have a wireless sensor, 

so the switch inside the TC9000 unit will not come on unless the temperature is scheduled and below 

the desired setting.  (also no tank stat of course).   

So the TC9000 system will connect into the existing or a new heating wiring center and directly replace a 

typical controller, and the TC9000 system doesn’t need a live and neutral feed as it’s powered by its own 

plug.  Below is a TC9000 system installed with a JG 8 zone wiring center and controlling a number of 

outside lighting circuits, 2 rad heating zones, a UFH zone and a secondary pump. You’ll notice that the 

customer has also installed manual overrides on the main house heating and hot water circuits.  This is 

simply a pair of 13amp fused neon switches wired in PARALLEL with the TC9000 zones (same as the 

basic lighting circuit above) to allow manual override of zones for testing/backup purposes.  (you could 

use an old controller to do this) 
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Positioning the wireless Sensors 
 

The wireless temperature sensors supplied are preconfigured for your sensor zones.  Each sensor will be 

labelled with a 2 letter ID which is written on the back.  This relates to the sensor value in the zone 

settings config screen.  You will only have sensors supplied for the number of zones that are 

preconfigured as heating sensor zones.  Non sensor zones will be used for items such as lights, pumps or 

hot water and do not have sensors. 

The sensors supplied work with RF (Radio frequency ) and their signal will travel through most internal 

walls of a house.  The sensors are already working when they arrive, so as soon as the system is installed 

you should start to see temperature readings on the graphs and against the zones on the main home 

page showing the current temperature.  The sensors transmit the temperature every few minutes and 

the battery should last 2+ years. (Coming soon!!!! – on the zone info page the remaining battery 

percentage will be displayed and an email alert will be generated when the level gets low) 

The sensors should be positioned in the zone in a mid height position away from any temperature 

variant sources such as windows, doors, radiators or fireplaces.    A book shelf or low cupboard is 

preferable.  It is suggested you install the sensor and if the readings seem spurious try moving them 

somewhere else.  Its worth remembering that heating levels in your home are all relative, so once you’re 

happy with the sensor position try a few temperature settings and see whats comfortable and then set 

this via the scheduler.  You can also try different temperatures at different times of the day to suit your 

comings and goings and who’s in the house. 

Hot Water Temperature Monitoring 
One optional feature to think about is adding a temperature sensor to your hot water tank.  This will 

give you some indication of the temperature in the tank and allow you to control the heating of water 

more efficiently, you can also avoid cold showers and baths by checking the tank temperature before 

you start. 

To do this will require an additional zone sensor and some minor modifications to it.  Please give us a 

call to discuss this and we’ll be happy to advise.   

What you must NOT do though is us the sensor to control the hot water circuit, you MUST rely on your 

tank stat and boiler safety features.  This modification should only be used to provide information. 

Here is a picture of a customer installation of an old style black sensor into the dry chamber of a tank. 

  <insert picture here> 
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Good Luck! 
That’s pretty much it.  I’m sure there is lots more info we could give you, but if you have basic electrics 

and/or heating engineering skills it’ll be a breeze.  If you want to suggest any enhancements to this 

document, please send them in.  Good luck….oh and BE CAREFUL! 

 

https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://cliparts.co/cliparts/6Ty/5gk/6Ty5gkb8c.jpg&imgrefurl=http://cliparts.co/electrocuted-cartoon&h=558&w=640&tbnid=9O415InPS14CmM:&docid=fYKkj3N_J3eMBM&ei=kTrDVpGuHoS2a8CYgtAJ&tbm=isch&ved=0ahUKEwjRurqjx_zKAhUE2xoKHUCMAJo4yAEQMwgFKAIwAg

